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Σπήλι
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Fax: 2832023007

ELIGIA is a new made complex of two villas for renting, located before the village of

Mixorouma - Agios Vasilios Municipal, on the middle of the county of Rethymno at

the island of Crete. The two villas were made by much appetite and careful work of

the owners, Eleni and Stelios Koundourakis. The complex offers two luxurious

autonomic villas for renting placed on a plot about 2.000 square meters with a well

designed outside space, with a great garden and a swimming pool 15x5 meters

distances. It has very easy access, as it is a few meters far aways from the main

road, which connects Rethymno - Agia Galini, few meters before the village of

Mixorouma, 4 km before Spili, in a very quiet and beautiful area. The complex

stands about 20 Km far away from the city of Rethymno, 30 Km far away from Agia

Galini and about 20 Km away from Plakias, which are the main holiday places of

south Rethymno. It is very close to the beautiful and famous beaches of south

Rethymno, and the visitor travels about the same time to visit each one of them.

Each autonomic villa can host up to six(6) persons. The villas includes kitchen, living

room, lounge, three(3) bedrooms, a bathroom, a WC, fireplace, heating,

aircondition, TV, large balconies with wonderful view to the round area. As well, the

visitor can enjoy a bath in the beautiful swimming pool which is placed on the

middle of the complex, or spend nice time at the beautiful garden or to the croft,

which is round the two villas. Can also make a barbecue in the beautiful stone build

side of the villas. We are waiting you to visit us and to explore our area.
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